
How to Check Your Team’s Autoships Every Week 
 
 
I suggest you do this  do this every Wednesday morning – 
sometimes someone’s credit card has expired, or there is a 
computer glitch etc 
– so I check this every Tuesday morning (gives a chance for some 
autoships that haven’t processed for whatever reason on 
Sunday/Monday, one more day). Very 
crucial b/c if their autoship didn’t process, they lose all their 
volume. 
If it hasn’t processed, I then call the distributor right away so that 
they can call USANA asap have 
it processed – so that they don’t lose any volume. They HAVE to 
call USANA themselves within 
the week to have their autoship, processed, otherwise they lose 
their volume. 
Remember – autoships process on Sunday (hit your credit card) – 
we have until Friday that week 
to sort out anything that isn’t correct. Autoships ship out on Tues 
or Wed (at least for Denver) 
so you will usually get your autoship on Saturday when you 
choose priority shipping. 
What to do every Wednesday morning (takes 3 min): 

Go to DLM 
Go to “Autoship Reports” on the left hand side 
Go to “4 Week Cycle” 
The radio button can be on “Estimated Autoship Volume” or 

“Autoship Counts” 
The FAR right-hand column is the cycle that we are in, 

and these are the autoships 
that processed on Sunday. You will only be able to see this cycle 
that comes up on the 
far right hand side. If you click on other cycle’s that didn’t process 
this week, you won’t 



be able to see anything, b/c they didn’t process this week. 
Next Click on the number underlined in 001 Left (this 

includes everything in your 002 – 
Left & Right). 

This will pull up everyone whose autoships should have 
processed on the weekend 

Click on “Details” (You must click on details, don’t rely on the 
estimated volume) 

Look in the “PV Amount” to see if their autoship processed 
If there is a “0” in the PV amount, that means their autoship 

did NOT process. Call them 
right away so that they can call USANA and have it processed – 
the earlier the better. 
You might also see that their autoship was 198 SVP – so 2 SVP 
short of the 200 SVP 
needed to make 20%. Or 98 SVP – 2 SVP short of the 100 SVP 
needed to make 10%. 

Do the same thing for your 001 Right (this includes 
everything in your 003 – Left & 
Right). 
I catch about 3-4 autoships every week (possibly 500-800 points) 
that haven’t processed, so it is 
definitely necessary to do – and it keeps you on top of what is 
happening in your downline. 
Note: Leaders, you MUST do this for your own organizations and 
teach your leaders to do this as 
well. Once you are maxed out at over 6000 points per week on 
each side you may choose not to 
do this anymore, but your team will want to be doing this as they 
might not be maxing out. 
Teach them to do this from the beginning  


